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Highlights 

 Among the various mechanisms to reduce petroleum contaminants in the soil is 
absorbed, reducing the mobility of the oil molecules and stabilize them and thus 
prevent the dissemination and transfer of contaminants in surface or soil depth. 

 The theoretical models of adsorption isotherms, was concluded that Langmuir 
isotherm model, can be better interpreted the adsorption of petroleum contaminants 
in soil. 

 Clay soil absorb greater amount of petroleum contaminants on its surface that  
originated from high special surface of this soil and existence sites have the talent to 
attract more hydrocarbon molecules. 

 The low absorption of kerosene with short carbon chains than the engine oil and 
diesel show that hydrophobicity and Vandrval mechanisms that are dependent on the 
carbon chain length is very effective in absorbing oil in these soils. 
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Importance 

Awareness of the fate of petroleum and chemicals materials on surface and 
subsurface environments has special importance in order to Protection of water 
quality and responsibly environmental monitoring of oil materials. On this regard, 
there is urgent need to design experimental studies in order to fully understand how 
to move and the analysis of petroleum materials and specific compounds. 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

Due to appearance and occurrence of signs of petroleum contaminations, 
especially in recent years, necessity careful review the behavior of pollutants, How to 
attract them to the surface of soil colloids, on the other hand drawing models 
proportional to absorbing pollutants, Attempts to investigate how adsorption these 
pollutants. For this purpose the main objective of this project, Survey adsorption of 
three different oil pollutions with different properties and characteristics and also 
provide physical model and their adsorption isotherm on third type of soils using the 
sample results that makes it possible to predict future pollution condition. 
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

High adsorption is in clay soils due to the high percentage of surface area and fine 
pore size. 

The studied clay soils showed either had higher power bond with pollutants and 
high capacity to pollutants petroleum adsorb. clay soils has higher organic matter 
than sandy and loamy soils also large specific surface, therefore the petroleum 
adsorption further on the surfaces of both organic matter and mineral soils. The 
power bond (coefficient a) in three different of pollutants was observed the engine oil 
more strongly adsorbed at the colloid particles of all three soils. Coarse and large 
molecules of heavy engine oil Due to the large number of molecular carbon of this 
pollutant led to that this pollutant with intensity adsorption to the soil particles. 
Probably adhesion of engine oil molecules to each other has been caused to more 
adsorption than diesel and kerosene. In general, Surface interactions in soil porous 
media due to maintain or stabilization pollutants particles and finally delay or slowly 
publishing pollution being than situations without adsorption. 

 

 
 


